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ABSTRACT 

 

Some memristors with vertical metal/insulator/metal (MIM) structure have 

exhibited random telegraph noise (RTN) current signals when polarized, which makes 
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them ideal for multiple applications, such as true random number generators for advanced 

data encryption. However, there is still no clear guide on how essential manufacturing 

parameters like materials selection, thicknesses, deposition methods and device lateral size 

could influence the quality of the RTN signal. In this paper, we present an exhaustive 

statistical analysis about the quality of the RTN signals produced by different MIM-like 

memristors, and present straightforward guidelines for the fabrication of memristors with 

enhanced RTN performance, which are: i) Ni and Ti electrodes show better RTN than Au 

electrodes, ii) lager device areas of 50 m × 50 m show better RTN than 5 m × 5 m, 

iii) TiO2 shows better RTN than HfO2 and Al2O3, iv) oxides deposited by sputtering show 

better RTN than those deposited by ALD, and v) oxides with thickness of 10 nm show 

better RTN than oxides with thickness of 5 nm. The RTN signals recorded have been used 

as entropy sources in high-throughput true random number generator (TRNG) circuits, 

which have passed the randomness tests of the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST). Our work can serve as a useful guide for materials scientists and 

electronic engineers when fabricating MIM-like memristors for RTN applications. 

 

Keywords: memristor, transition metal oxides, random telegraph noise, charge 

trapping/detraping, true random number generator. 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Memristors with a two-terminal vertical metal/insulator/metal (MIM) structure 

have become very attractive for multiple applications in the field of solid-state electronics 



 
 

due to their excellent electronic properties, easy and cheap fabrication, and high integration 

density [1-3]. Multiple studies indicate that MIM-like memristors made of some specific 

materials could produce random telegraph noise (RTN) current signals when exposed to a 

constant voltage stress (CVS), and that this could be exploited for the design of advanced 

cryptographic systems, including true random number generators (TRNG) and physical 

unclonable functions (PUF) [4-5] and artificial neural networks (ANNs) [6].  

An RTN current signal is defined as the current signal that exhibits stochastic 

fluctuations between two or more levels at random and unpredictable times [7]; this 

phenomenon has been observed in multiple solid-state electronic devices (e.g. point contact 

diodes [8], metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors [9]), and it is related to the 

random capture and emission of charge carriers at the atomic defects in dielectrics and 

semiconductors, as well as at their interfaces with metals [10]. Two-level RTN signals are 

produced by one single defect within the entire MIM-like memristor [11], while multilevel 

RTN signals are formed by more than one [12].  

The most common types of atomic defects driving RTN current signals in 

metal/oxide memristors are: i) O vacancies or O ions , ii) metallic atoms from the electrodes 

that penetrate into the dielectric, iii) contaminant atoms from the environment, and iv) one 

cluster of one type or mixed types of defects [13]. Atomic defects enabling the observation 

of RTN can be formed due to the intrinsic variability of the manufacturing processes at the 

atomic scale (e.g. heavy ion implantation, surface contamination) [14] or after an electrical 

stress is applied (e.g. electrical-field-driven ionic movement) [15-16].  

The quality of an RTN current signal produced by a memristor can be evaluated by 

quantifying: i) the absolute value of the current levels; lower values are preferred because 
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they reduce the power consumption of the device [17]. ii) The variability of the current 

within each level over the time; lower variability is preferred because that will facilitate 

the recognition of each state using peripheral circuitry [18]. And iii) the duration of each 

current level, which in the field of memristors is often referred as capture time (σC) and 

emission time (σE) because they refer to the emission and capture of electrical charges at 

the atomic defects [19]; shorter times are preferred because that increases throughput of 

the device when used as entropy source in different circuits [20]. The acceptable current 

levels, current variability within a level, and capture and emission times of an RTN signal 

will depend on the application intended, which have been extensively discussed in the 

literature [21-22]; however, it is worth noting that in some cases no unanimous agreement 

among different research groups and/or companies has been reached, and in some cases 

values that are acceptable for one group/company are not acceptable for a different 

group/company. Such values may also strongly depend on the circuitry used to detect and 

later manipulate RTN to produce truly random bit sequences. Moreover, in order to employ 

RTN current signals to build real electronic products for different applications, the RTN 

current signals needs to be stable over the time [23]. In some cases, the defect enabling the 

RTN signal gets stuck at one of the levels, as a result of the complex electrostatic 

interactions between trapped charges and ions, and among trapped charge themselves, 

besides possible interstitial jumps of defects from one lattice location to another [24]. These 

phenomena may result in the complete disappearance of the RTN effect, or produce 

anomalous RTN signals that appear and disappear at random times that are orders of 

magnitude higher than σC and σE [25-26].  



 
 

In this study, we focus on MIM-like memristors exhibiting two-level RTN current 

signals aimed to be employed as entropy source in TRNGs and PUFs [4-5] for advanced 

data encryption [27]. Compared to the state-of-the-art TRNGs and PUFs (which employ 

entropy sources based on thermal noise from diodes or resistors, charge stored in a 

capacitor during a fixed period of time, or frequency instability of oscillator circuits [28]), 

the use of memristors is attractive given its high degree of stochasticity, simple fabrication, 

and low power consumption [29]. However, as two-level RTN signals are produced by 

single atomic defects, the performance of the devices will strongly depend on the materials 

used as electrode and insulator. Despite RTN has been extensively analyzed by multiple 

groups using devices made of different materials, there is still no clear guide and consensus 

on which materials drive better RTN. As an example, Ref. [30] showed that Pt/Ti/HfO2/W 

memristors exhibit more stable RTN than Ni/HfO2/Si memristors in Ref. [31]. These 

discrepancies may be related not only to the different metallic electrodes used, but also to 

the different techniques employed to deposit the materials (e.g. electron beam evaporation, 

sputtering, atomic layer deposition) and other process-related issues, such as contamination 

from moisture, photoresist from photolithography processes and even device size. All these 

factors result in devices that, despite being made of similar materials, contain different 

amounts of defects and drive RTN current signals of different qualities. For this reason, a 

study about RTN current signals in metal-oxide memristors made of different materials, in 

which the devices have similar dimensions and are fabricated at the same laboratory using 

the same procedures, is highly necessary. 

Here we present a systematic study about the presence and quality of RTN current  

signals in MIM-like memristors fabricated using: i) different electrode materials, ii) 



 
 

different oxide materials, and iii) different deposition methods for the oxide, that is atomic 

layer deposition (ALD) and sputtering, iv) different oxide thickness, and v) different device 

size. Our experiments indicate that the use of Ni or Ti electrodes, the use of wider device 

areas, the use of TiO2 insulating films, and the use of sputtering to deposit the oxide 

potentiate (in this order) the generation of RTN signals. Our study provides comprehensive 

understanding and analysis of the factors affecting RTN and could accelerate the 

development of advanced data encryption systems using TRNG and PUF based on MIM-

like memristors. 

 

2. Experimental 

 

 Cross-point MIM-like devices with lateral size of 5 µm × 5 µm have been fabricated 

as follows: i) a 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate with a size of 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm was cleaned in 

acetone (20 min), alcohol (20 min) and deionized water (20 min) under ultra-sonication 

(model KQ-100KDB from i-Quip) at a power of 99 W (for all steps). Photoresist (AR-

P5300) was spin-coated (at 3500 rpm during 30 s) on the surface of the Si/SiO2 samples, 

and a mask aligner (model MJB4, SÜSS MicroTec) was used to open apertures, each of 

them consisting in a 100 µm × 100 µm squared pad connected to a 150 µm × 5 µm wire. 

The mask was designed using Ledit software, and fabricated by The fifty-fifth Institute of 

China Electronics Technology Group Corporation Limited using Chromium plates; the 

photoresist was illuminated with ultraviolet light during 1.6 seconds, and the illuminated 

regions were removed by immersing the samples in the developer (AR 300-26) at room 

temperature during 7 s. After that, the samples were introduced in an electron beam 



 
 

evaporator (model PVD75 from Kurt J. Lesker) to deposit 10 nm Ti (first) and 40 nm Au 

(second); the Ti serves as adhesion layer between the Au and SiO2, and current does not 

flow across it because the 300 nm SiO2 is highly insulating. After that, the photoresist was 

lifted-off by immersing the samples in acetone for 1 min. At this point, the first 

photolithography ended and the correct deposition of the bottom electrodes was confirmed 

using an optical microscope (model Leica DM4000). After that, a thin film of HfO2, Al2O3 

or TiO2 film was deposited on the bottom Au electrodes via ALD (model Savannah-100 

from Cambridge Nano Tech) or magnetron sputtering (model PVD75 from Kurt J. Lesker). 

The thickness of the oxides ranged from 6 to 12 nm. Finally, 50 nm thick top electrodes 

with the same shape than the bottom ones but rotated 90 degrees were patterned following 

a photolithographic process similar to that employed for the bottom ones. Different 

materials were used for the top electrodes; Au and Ti electrodes were evaporated and Ni 

electrodes were sputtered. This produced MIM-like memristors with lateral sizes of 5 µm 

× 5 µm; we also fabricated a set of MIM-like memristors with sizes of 50 µm × 50 µm 

following an identical process (i.e. only changing the mask during the photolithography 

steps). Table 1 summarizes the samples fabricated and characterized in this study.  

 The devices were measured using a Cascade M150 probe station connected to a 

Keithley 4200-SCS semiconductor parameter analyzer (SPA). The CVSs were applied to 

the top electrode and the bottom electrode was grounded. All measurements were 

performed at room atmosphere (in a clean room class 1000) under a relative humidity of 

39 % and at a temperature of 22 ºC. The methodology that we employed to characterize if 

the devices exhibit RTN is the standard recommended by the industry, which has been 

systematically applied in multiple seminal studies [32-33]. This methodology consisted on 



 
 

applying one small voltage that produces noise current signal, and start to increase it until 

we observe RTN current signals. If this is not produced, then we apply one/few ramped 

voltage stresses (RVS) to introduce defects in the dielectric; and after that, CVS of different 

magnitudes are applied again to try to observe RTN current signals. It is important to 

highlight that a truly fair comparison of the RTN properties exhibited by different 

memristors (i.e., devices with different materials, thicknesses, process recipes…) cannot 

be performed by applying the same voltage to the different devices. Indeed, as supported 

by the non-radiative multi-phonon tunneling model (currently the most refined and widely 

accepted theory of tunneling processes in dielectrics [34]), the tunneling rates and therefore 

the RTN properties are strongly related to the microscopic properties of the defects 

involved (which differ in different material systems), and to the value of the electric field 

at the location of the defect involved in RTN. Different process recipes may result in 

different preferential segregation spots for the defects in the material stack, and the effect 

of local trapped charge contributes in distorting the local electrical potential as compared 

to the applied voltage, inhibiting any fair comparison of sort. The only meaningful 

comparison is therefore based on the practical approach of exploring RTN in memristors 

to find (for each device) which are the stress and/or measurement conditions that produce 

best overall quality of the RTN signal [35], and quantify the current levels, the dispersion 

of the current in each level and σC and σE 

 

3. Materials-based RTN analysis 

 

The first two types of MIM-like memristors analyzed had Ni/Al2O3/Au and 

Ni/HfO2/Au structure, in which the HfO2 and Al2O3 via atomic layer deposition; in both 



 
 

cases the insulator was 6 nm thick and the lateral size of the devices was 5 µm × 5 µm 

(Samples 1 and 2 in Table 1, respectively). We subjected fresh devices of both samples to 

CVS of different biases (Figure 1a), but they never exhibited RTN current signals; all the 

plots showed stochastic current fluctuations without any appreciable stable current level 

(inset in Figure 1b). The currents driven by the memristors increased over the time until 

the dielectric breakdown (DB) of the oxide was triggered (Figure 1b), as expected [36]. 

Then, in fresh devices, we applied sequences of RVS in order to introduce certain amount 

of defects in the insulator (Figure 1c), and after that, we applied again CVS at different 

biases. The Ni/Al2O3/Au never exhibited RTN; on the contrary, the Ni/HfO2/Au samples 

exhibited RTN current signals fluctuating between ~24 and ~60 µA when a CVS of 4.5 V 

was applied (Figure 1d), but only after a RVS from 0 to 8 V was applied (Figure 1c). As 

Figure 1c shows, the application of RVS from 0 to 10 V produced the hard-DB of the HfO2 

film and no RTN, but the application of RVS from 0 to 8 V only produced the soft-DB of 

the HfO2 film and RTN. The RTN signals observed after the soft-DB of the HfO2 film drive 

relatively high currents (tens of µA) at high voltages (4.5 V), and the transitions between 

different states (related to charge capture and emission [19]) are slow: in average, the 

capture time (σC) is 2.99 s and the emission time (σE) is 7.46 s. Such type of RTN could be 

considered of low quality because it would result in TRNGs with a high power 

consumption and low throughput. Nevertheless, our experiments clearly indicate that, for 

the same electrodes (Ni and Au), same oxide deposition method (ALD) and thickness (6 

nm), and same device size (5 µm × 5 µm), HfO2 exhibits better RTN than Al2O3. The 

reason should be the higher stability of the chemical bonds in the Al2O3 compared to HfO2 

[37-38]. 



 
 

 In the next step, we fabricate a sample consisting of Au/HfO2/Au, in which the 

HfO2 is 6 nm thick, it has been deposited by ALD, and the lateral size of the devices is 

5 µm × 5 µm (Sample 3 in Table 1). When these fresh devices are exposed to CVS, few 

devices exhibited erratic RTN signals in which the current levels fluctuate with the time 

(Figure 2); the transitions between the current levels are slow (i.e. σC = 0.85 s and σE = 

0.58 s, in average). As Ni/HfO2/Au samples displayed RTN (Figure 1d) and Au/HfO2/Au 

did not, these observations indicate that Ni electrodes favor the generation of RTN, while 

Au is less prone to produce this behavior. The reason should be that the Ni interacts with 

oxygen atoms in the HfO2 film much more easily (i.e. at lower energies) than Au atoms 

[39], leading to the generation of more atomic defects (i.e. O vacancies) in the HfO2 film, 

and contributing to an easier observation of RTN. 

 In the next step, we fabricate a sample consisting of Ti/TiO2/Au, in which the TiO2 

is 5 nm thick, it has been deposited by ALD, and the lateral size of the devices is 5 µm × 5 

µm (Sample 4 in Table 1). These devices exhibited erratic RTN current signals (Figure 3b) 

similar to that of Au/HfO2/Au samples (Figure 2).  

In order to explore how the oxide thickness affects the presence and quality of the 

RTN signals, we have fabricated Ti/TiO2/Au, in which the TiO2 is 10 nm thick, it has been 

deposited by ALD, and the lateral size of the devices is 5 µm × 5 µm (Sample 5 in Table 

1). For these materials and the thicknesses used, we do not observe any improvement on 

the quality of the RTN signal (Figure 3c), which is again very erratic. 

The effect of device size has been explored by fabricating Ti/TiO2/Au, in which the 

TiO2 is 10 nm thick, it has been deposited by ALD, and the lateral size of the devices is 50 

µm × 50 µm (Sample 6 in Table 1). In these larger devices the RTN current signals were 



 
 

highly reproducible when applying different voltages between 0.05 and 0.25V (Figure 3d-

h). When applying 0.05V the currents fluctuate between 52 and 56 nA, with σC = 63.3 ms 

and σE = 36.1 ms; and when applying 0.25 V the currents fluctuate between 340 and 370 nA 

for 0.25V, with σC = 24.1 ms and σE = 23.1 ms. The currents across the 50 µm × 50 µm 

Ti/TiO2/Au memristors (Figure 3d-h) are much larger and the transitions are much faster 

than those across 5 µm × 5 µm Ti/TiO2/Au memristors, indicating that the lateral size plays 

a very important role. A larger device area increases the probability to find defective 

regions, which are those that drive most of the current across the device. However, the 

RVS tests (Figure 3i) indicate that the conduction is not linear, meaning that the current 

signals observed in Figure 3d-h are pre-BD behaviors, and therefore the RTN is associated 

to the capture and emission of charges at the atomic defects [19]. Figure 3g-h also indicate 

that, for this specific sample, voltages ≥0.2V result in progressive current increase, due to 

the degradation of the microstructure of the insulating film [40]; this behavior was not 

observed in any smaller device. The reason behind this area dependence is well explained 

by the dielectric breakdown theory as follows. As mentioned, the dielectric that forms the 

memristor can host different types of defects, including: i) O vacancies or O ions, ii) 

metallic atoms from the electrodes that penetrate into the dielectric, iii) contaminant atoms 

from the environment, and iv) one cluster of one type or mixed types of defects [13]. 

Clusters of defects will produce larger leakage currents than smaller defects (for the same 

voltage), or similar leakage currents than smaller devices (for a lower voltage). When one 

reduces the lateral size of the device, the probability to find clusters of defects is reduced. 

This has been confirmed in multiple studies; for example, the dielectric breakdown voltage 

of smaller devices increases [41] (see Figure R1). As Figure 3 shows, larger devices exhibit 



 
 

a progressive increase of the average current, consistent with the larger amount of clusters 

of defects present in their structure. These observations clearly indicate that higher the 

number of defects (i.e. due to the larger device size) produce a better quality of the RTN 

signal (i.e. readiness to appear and transition time), but at the same time it consumes more 

power (the currents are higher) and it is less stable (the currents show upward trend). 

 In the next step, we fabricate a sample consisting of Ti/TiO2/Au, in which the TiO2 

is 12 nm thick, it has been deposited by magnetron sputtering, and the lateral size of the 

devices is 5 µm × 5 µm (Sample 7 in Table 1). This type of sample does not exhibit RTN 

in fresh devices; however, after the DB and the reset is triggered (see Figure 4a), the sample 

exhibits stable RTN for voltages for CVS of 0.01 V (see Figure 4b). For such bias, the 

current levels are ~2 A and ~2.4 A, similar to those measured in Ni/ALD HfO2/Au 

devices after the reset (Sample 2, Figure 1). This sample shows the peculiarity that, despite 

being asymmetric (i.e. the top and bottom electrodes are different) the RTN happens in 

both polarities, i.e. also for CVS = -0.01 (see Figure 4c). The observation of higher currents 

(up to 2.4 A) driven in both polarities indicates indicate that, after the reset process, the 

space at the CNF ruptured region may be rich in Ni, Ti and Au due to the electromigration 

induced during the DB and reset events, as it has been previously demonstrated in other 

resistive switching devices [42]. We analyze statistically the values of σC and σE for each 

polarity and determine that they are 0.23 s and 0.42 s for 0.01 V and 0.1 s and 0.26 s for -

0.01 V. The speed of the state transitions can be changed by applying different bias, but 

that could results in anomalous RTN or noise [31], i.e. one of the states disappears, during 

periods that are orders of magnitude larger than  the emission  and capture times, in an 

uncontrollable manner (see Supplementary Figure 1). It is worth noting that anomalous 



 
 

RTN does not imply a degradation of the quality of the RTN current signal (i.e. increase 

of power consumption and/or higher current variability in the TRNG), but it produces the 

complete failure of the TRNG circuit because it cannot perform the operation requested 

(i.e. complete loss of randomness, as one state becomes stable).  

Each of the I-t plots collected contain 4096 data points. To understand RTN 

behavior better, we use Time Lag Plot (TLP) method [43] to display the data, which shows 

the value of nth data in the X axis, and the value of the (n+1)th data in the Y axis. TLPs help 

to visualize the number of traps driving the RTN current signal [43]. Thanks to this 

representation, we can easily discern that the RTN current signals in Figure 4b-c are driven 

by one trap (i.e. two states), as most of the points group at two positions. There are also 

some data points between the two groups, which are related to the inherent variability of 

the current in each level. This can be also observed though the histogram plot (see Figure 

4d). These two figures of merit also help to visualize that the variability of the currents in 

each level is higher when applying a negative bias to the devices. 

Finally, we fabricate a sample consisting of Ni/TiO2/Au, in which the TiO2 is 12 nm 

thick, it has been deposited by magnetron sputtering, and the lateral size of the devices is 

5 µm × 5 µm (Sample 8 in Table 1). This sample shows stable RTN current signals when 

applying a CVS of 0.02 V in fresh devices (Figure 6); the current levels are ~6 and 

~11.5 nA, and the average values of σC and σE are 29.6 and 27.2 ms (respectively). This 

indicates that the quality of the RTN current signals is high, as the power consumption is 

low, and the throughput is high. It is also worth noting that the Ni/TiO2/Au devices readily 

exhibited RTN for a wider range of biases from 0.01 V and 0.1 V (see Supplementary 

Figure 2), further indicating that observing RTN in this type of devices is rather easy.  



 
 

The conclusions extracted from this study are summarized in Table 1. As it can be 

observed, the most relevant factor promoting RTN current signals in the memristors is the 

use of Ni and Ti electrodes, as those devices show correct functioning independently of the 

oxide material used, its deposition method and thickness, and the device size. It is also 

remarkable that all samples using sputtered oxides exhibited RTN, indicating that the 

deposition method of the oxide is also a very important parameter. The device size also 

seems to optimize the RTN signal, but it is not a leading factor because some large devices 

(not shown here) did not exhibit RTN. The oxide thickness seemed not to play a very 

significant role, as RTN with good quality was observed in both thick oxides in some others, 

although for the same parameters combination thicker oxides exhibit RTN. 

 

4. TRNG performance 

 

Once the electrical characterization at the device level has been completed and the 

materials design strategies for a better RTN performance have been established, we use the 

measured RTN signals as entropy source in TRNG solid-state microelectronic circuits. In 

particular, we performed circuit simulations of the TRNG circuit in Figure 6a using the 

Cadence Virtuoso® software. The measured RTN signals from the devices showing the 

best overall RTN quality (ranging from very good to outstanding in Table 1) are provided 

as inputs to the TRNG circuit, which generates output bitstreams with a throughput that is 

controlled by the clock frequency (CLKLS in Figure 6a) of the output sample-and-hold 

module. We analyzed the randomness performance of the generated output bitstreams for 

different clock frequencies by performing the set of NIST randomness tests. As shown in 



 
 

Figure 6b-d, all the three considered technologies pass all the performed randomness tests, 

however only up to a certain clock frequency that is mainly dependent on the measured 

capture- and emission-times of the RTN displayed by each memristor technology reported 

in Table 1. Thus, while the TRNG based on Ni/TiO2/Au memristors exhibit high 

randomness (i.e., passes all tests) up to a clock frequency of 20 Hz (see Figure 6d), the 

randomness of the TRNGs based on 50µm x 50µm Ti/TiO2/Au memristors with 10nm 

thick ALD deposited TiO2 and on 5µm x 5µm Ti/TiO2/Au memristors with 12nm thick 

sputtered TiO2 starts to degrade for clock frequencies above 4 Hz and 5 Hz, respectively 

(see Figure 6b-c). So, this RTN-based TRNG circuit can indeed leverage on the good 

quality of the RTN exhibited by the devices under test and produce truly random output 

bitstreams, however with low-throughput, thus limiting its potential applications.  

Nevertheless, it is possible to exploit the output of the low-throughput RTN-based 

TRNG to deliver truly random seeds to a pseudo random number generator (PRNG), and 

to generate high-throughput truly random bitstreams. Here, we consider the 24-bits non-

linear feedback shift register (NLFSR) [44] circuit shown in Figure 7a, with a clock 

frequency of 1MHz, which results in 1Mbits/s output bitstream. The low-throughput output 

from the RTN-based TRNG is used to periodically reinitialize the internal state of the 

NLFSR in a random fashion. We simulated the complete circuit considering the memristor 

technologies showing the best overall RTN quality, and in all cases the generated 

bitstreams (see Figure 7b, d, f) pass all the NIST randomness tests (see Figure 7c, e, g); 

this was accomplished even when the generated high-throughput output sequences are 

longer than the maximum NLFSR period (i.e., 16,777,215 bits), thus realizing high-

throughput TRNGs as shown by the complete absence of any regular pattern in the ~30 



 
 

megapixel bitmaps in Figure 7b, d, f (the largest published to date, to the best of our 

knowledge). This suggests that memristor technologies showing high quality RTN are 

promising solution for the realization of robust, low power, high speed, and low cost TRNG 

circuits for the Internet of Things. 

  

4. CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, we have analyzed the presence and quality of RTN in MIM-like 

memristors depending on five different manufacturing parameters: i) different electrode 

materials, ii) different device size, iii) different oxide materials, iv) different deposition 

methods for the oxide, and v) different oxide thickness. Better quality is achieved when the 

RTN signal is achieved at lower bias and exhibits lower state currents (i.e. lower energy 

consumption), it is more stable (i.e. lower variability of the state currents) and it shows 

higher randomness (i.e. lower switching times). Our study indicates that, when keeping all 

other manufacturing parameters constant: i) Ni and Ti electrodes show better RTN than Au 

electrodes, ii) lager device areas of 50 m × 50 m show better RTN than 5 m × 5 m, 

iii) TiO2 shows better RTN than HfO2 and Al2O3, iv) oxides deposited by sputtering show 

better RTN than those deposited by ALD, and v) oxides with thickness of 10 nm show 

better RTN than oxides with thickness of 5 nm. Our study provides a useful guide for 

materials scientists and electronic engineers in order to design MIM-like memristors and 

memristive circuits for RTN applications, such as TRNGs and PUFs.  
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Figure 1:  a, AFM topographic map and schematic of a MIM-like memristor and the 

electrical connection used in this study. b, Typical current vs. time (I-t) plot measured in a 

MIM-like memristor that does not show RTN, but just random fluctuations before the BD. 

The inset shows the zoom-in plot of the moment in which the BD takes place. c, Current 

vs. voltage (I-V) plots obtained when applying one RVS to 10 fresh memristors with Ni/5-

nm-ALD HfO2/Au structure and 5 µm × 5 µm size. The RVS for the red plot is from 0 to 

8 V, reaching the soft-BD, and the rest are from 0 to 10 V, reaching the hard-BD. d, I-t plot 

collected at 4.5 V for the device to which a RVS up to 8 V was previously applied (red line 

in panel c). For Ni/5-nm-ALD HfO2/Au structure and 5 µm × 5 µm size, RTN was only 

observed after soft-BD, fresh devices didn’t exhibit such behavior. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Current vs. time (I-t) plot collected when applying 0.5 V to 5 µm × 5 µm 

memristors with Au/6-nm-ALD HfO2/Au structure. The RTN signal is of bad quality due 

to the large variability of the current signal in each state, plus the low switching time. 

 

  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: a, Current vs. time (I-t) plot collected when applying different bias to 5 µm × 5 

µm memristors with Ti/5-nm-ALD TiO2/Au structure. b, Current vs. time (I-t) plot 

collected when applying different bias to 5 µm × 5 µm memristors with Ti/10-nm-ALD 

TiO2/Au structure. c, Optical image of 50 µm × 50 µm cross-point device with Ti/10-nm-

ALD TiO2/Au structure. The scale bar is 100 m. d, e, f, g, h, Current vs. time (I-t) plot 

collected when applying different bias (0.05 V, 0.1 V, 0.15 V, 0.2 V, 0.25 V) to 50 µm × 

50 µm memristors with Ti/10-nm-ALD TiO2/Au structure. i, Current vs. Voltage (I-V) 

measurement to 50 µm × 50 µm memristors with Ti/10-nm-ALD TiO2/Au structure. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Characterization of 5 µm × 5 µm memristors with Ti/12-nm-sputtered TiO2/Au 

structure. a, Current vs. voltage (I-V) plots collected when applying ramped voltage . b, c, 

Current vs. time (I-t) plot collected when applying 0.01 V and -0.01 V to 5 µm × 5 µm 

memristors with Ti/12-nm-sputtered TiO2/Au structure, respectively. d, Histogram of the 

currents measured in panel b. e, Time-lag plot showing the capturing and releasing 

transitions of panel b. f, g, Distribution of the time for trap emission and capture for the 

RTN signal displayed in panel b. h, Histogram of the currents measured in panel c. i, Time-

lag plot showing the capturing and releasing transitions of panel c. j, k, Distribution of the 

time for trap capture and emission for the RTN signal displayed in panel c. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5. a, Current vs. time (I-t) plot collected when applying 0.02 V to 5 µm × 5 µm 

memristors with Ni/12-nm-Sputtering TiO2/Au structure. The test was repeated three times 

(first black, second red, third blue). b, Histogram of the current levels in panel a (red line). 

c, Time-lag plot showing the capturing and releasing transitions of panel a (red line). d, e, 

Distribution of the time for trap emission and capture for the RTN signal displayed in panel 

a (red line).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Figure 6: a, Electrical circuit of the implemented RTN-based TRNG. Memristors act as 

the input source of randomness. b, c, d, Analysis of the randomness of the output signal of 

the TRNG circuit in Figure 5a, when the input signals are generated in b by 50µm x 50µm 

memristors with Ti/10-nm-ALD TiO2/Au structure under a 0.15V bias, in c by 5µm x 5µm 

memristors with Ti/12-nm-sputtered TiO2/Au structure under a 0.01V bias, and in d by 

5µm x 5µm memristors with Ni/12-nm-sputtered TiO2/Au structure under a 0.02V bias. 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Figure 7: a, Analysis of the randomness of the output bit stream of the high-throughput 

TRNG circuit shown in Figure 5a, when CLKLS is 10Hz and a 50µm x 50µm memristor 

with Ti/10-nm-ALD TiO2/Au structure under a 0.15V bias is used as the input. The 

generated 3·107 bit sequence passes all the randomness tests from the NIST suite. b, 5477 

× 5477 pixels bitmap of the bit stream generated by the high-throughput TRNG. As 

expected, no clear patterns are detected by eye inspection. 



 
 

 

Table 1. List of all the samples and performances measured in this study.  

 
Sample 

number 

Sample 

structure 

Oxide 

thickness 

Device size 

[m × m] 

Deposition 

method 

Type of 

defects 

VRTN 

[V] 

IMAX / IMIN  

[nA] 

Power 

[nW] 
C / E 

[ms] 

RTN signal quality  

assessment 

No.1 Ni/Al2O3/Au 5 nm 5 × 5 ALD Native - - - - No RTN 

     Induced - - - - No RTN 

No.2 Ni/HfO2/Au 5 nm 5 × 5 ALD Native - - - - No RTN 

     Induced 4.5 60000 / 24000 189000 2990 / 7460 Good (high power) 

No.3 Au/HfO2/Au 5 nm 5 × 5 ALD Native 0.5 0.85 / 0.66 0.38 850 / 580 Poor (unstable) 

No.4 Ti/TiO2/Au 5 nm 5 × 5 ALD Native - - - - Poor (unstable) 

     Induced - - - - No RTN 

No.5 Ti/TiO2/Au 10 nm 5 × 5 ALD Native - - - - Poor (unstable) 

     Induced - - - - No RTN 

No.6 Ti/TiO2/Au 10 nm 50 × 50 ALD Native 0.05 56 / 52 2.70 63.3 / 36.1 Excellent 

Native 0.1 116 / 108 11.20 62.8 / 48 Excellent 

Native 0.15 195 / 180 28.13 48.3 / 22.2 Outstanding 

Native 0.2 270 / 252 52.20 40 / 17.6 Excellent (up-trend) 

Native 0.25 370 / 340 88.75 24.1 / 23.1 Excellent (up-trend) 

No.7 Ti/TiO2/Au 12 nm 5 × 5 Sputtering Native - - - - No RTN 

     Induced 0.01 2400 / 2000 22 230 / 420 Excellent 

Induced -0.01 -1900 / -2200 20.50 100 / 260 Excellent 

No.8 Ni/TiO2/Au 12 nm 5 × 5 Sputtering Native 0.02 11.5 / 6 0.18 29.6 / 27.2 Very good (anomalous) 
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Supplementary Figure 1: Current vs. time (I-t) plots collected when applying different bias to a 

5 µm × 5 µm memristor with Ni/12-nm-Sputtering TiO2/Au structure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2:  a, Current vs. time (I-t) plot collected when applying 0.12 V to 5 µm × 

5 µm memristors with Ti/12-nm-Sputtering TiO2/Au structure (repeated 3 times). b, Current vs. 

time (I-t) plot collected when applying 0.2 V to 5 µm × 5 µm memristors with Ti/12-nm-Sputtering 

TiO2/Au structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


